
OpsGuru expands capabilities to help Canadian
companies accelerate digital transformation
through Strategic Collaboration Agreement with
AWS

Expanded multi-year agreement furthers OpsGuru’s cloud solution
capabilities and service offerings

NEWS RELEASE BY OPSGURU

OpsGuru, a Carbon 60 Company and a leading Canadian cloud consulting organization, today

announced it has signed an expanded multi-year strategic collaboration agreement (SCA) with

Amazon Web Services (AWS). This multi-year agreement builds on OpsGuru’s existing AWS

expertise and further allows the organization to accelerate digital transformation initiatives for the

benefit of Canadian companies.

“This expanded agreement is a natural next step for OpsGuru’s long-standing collaboration with

AWS,” says John Witte, President & CEO of Carbon60. “For years, OpsGuru and AWS have

collaboratively empowered Canadian companies to navigate their cloud transformation with

impactful results. With this agreement in place, OpsGuru is excited to deliver even more AWS

customer-centric solutions to existing and new customers, tailored to support their unique business

goals.”

As an AWS Premier Tier Service Partner in the AWS Partner Network (APN), OpsGuru is

continuously adding to its key AWS competencies and holds five AWS competencies including

AWS Migration Consulting Competency, AWS SaaS Consulting Competency, AWS DevOps

Consulting Competency, AWS Networking Consulting Competency, and AWS Microsoft Workloads

Consulting Competency. OpsGuru’s team maps their deep technical expertise with solutions and

leadership in the cloud computing consulting industry.

“With OpsGuru’s leadership, we have created a resilient, scalable and secure compute platform

that can support diverse workloads ranging from finance reporting, resource planning and

operational management,” says Miller Dussan, Vice President, Technology at Equinox Gold.

“Equinox Gold is now on the accelerated path to support data-driven decision making, maximize

efficiency in daily operations, and holistically leverage cloud-based technologies to drive business

transformations.”

“OpsGuru is a trusted member of the AWS Partner Network and we are pleased to expand our

relationship through this strategic collaboration,” says Eric Gales, Canada Country Manager at

AWS. “AWS and OpsGuru share a commitment to empower Canadian companies in their cloud

strategies and digital transformation journeys. By expanding our agreement, we are giving
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customers a broader range of capabilities and offerings to accelerate their transitions to the cloud

and drive innovation in Canada.”
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About OpsGuru

OpsGuru, A Carbon60 Company, guides organizations through digital transformation journeys with

deep technical expertise, service, and partnerships. We live and breathe cloud technology, helping

customers focus on their business objectives by relieving them of the mystification of the cloud.

We focus on solutions such as cloud adoption, application modernization, Kubernetes

enablement, managed cloud operations, cloud security, and data analytics services. For more

information, visit www.opsguru.io.
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